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Abstract
Constituting the agriculture solid substance manufacture, the post-harvest sector processing schema is direct to prevent-
ing reduce the losses in intelligent agriculture. Many processing schemata will be preventing post-harvest losses on the 
agriculture solid substance manufacture, especially sekai-ichi apple is the regularly used fruit also used to make active in 
human-related activities of the sensory and control function consisting of an agricultural industry. Sekai-ichi apple is being a 
definite number of diseases induce, but it is to the highest degree of wastage involving in the Post-Harvest process. Especially 
sekai-ichi apple count loss is an unsafe many time because it not critically post-harvest. Regardless of consideration, the 
existing hierarchical model specified post-harvest losses prevention research has deficiencies to precise and quick detection 
of wastage for ensuring healthy separation of agriculture surroundings. This paper suggests a “Hierarchical Model within 
Ontology Enabled IoT” for distinguishable healthy separation of sekai-ichi apple by using Boosted Continuous Non-spatial 
whole Attribute Extraction (BCNAE). Sekai-ichi apple count loss is always safe on critically post-harvest. Proposed Post-
Harvest hierarchical model specified post-harvest losses prevention and deficiencies to precise and quick detection of wastage 
for ensuring healthy separation of agriculture surroundings. In these suggestions, the separation cognitive operation takes 
the three levels of processing schemes such as lower level, middle level, and higher level. Firstly, the lower level is express 
agreements with the dynamic functioning for maintaining the definite number of manual induces. This lower level showing 
an absorption with the activity of manual separation by the human reliability determination. Secondly, the middle level is an 
express arrangement with the dynamic functioning for reducing the overfitting and accommodate to fitting the right shape 
deliberation. Middle level is establishing being generalized by concentrating the time-varying features in the occurrence of 
a change for the worse identification. Finally, the upper level is express for features refining with the help of the function of 
sekai-ichi apple image segmentation connection. This interpretability process helps to make the proven position of a promi-
nent classification in a particular fruit on the agriculture solid substance. These three processing flow constructs the ontology 
structure with manually collected sekai-ichi apple images from a 3D sensor. The observational consequences express that 
the proposed BCNAE framework recognizes a detection performance carrying out with an optimized—separation ratio for 
time-variant of the separation process.
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Introduction

From the consideration of constituting the complete agri-
culture industry and their solid substance manufacture 
processing in post-harvest sector services is the most pre-
cious compositions is the direction preventing reduce the 
losses in intelligent agriculture [1–16]. From the process-
ing schemata, will be preventing post-harvest losses on 
the agriculture solid substance (dekopon, densuke water-
melon, pineapple, ruby roman grapes, sekai-ichi apple, 
strawberries arnaud, yubari king melons, and bael or wood 
apple) manufacture, especially sekai-ichi apple is the regu-
larly used fruit also used to make active in human-related 
activities of the sensory and control function consisting 
of an agricultural industry [17, 18]. Sekai-ichi apple is 
being a definite number of diseases induce, but it is to the 
highest degree of wastage involving in the Post-Harvest 
process [1]. Especially sekai-ichi apple count loss is an 
unsafe many time because it not critically post-harvest 
[19]. This paper suggests a “Hierarchical Model within 
Ontology Enabled IoT” for distinguishable healthy separa-
tion of sekai-ichi apple [20, 21].

An idea that is suggested above, the separation manual 
with automated procedure takes being three levels [22] of 
processing schemes such as lower level, middle level, and 
higher level. First of all, the lower level is an agreement 
with the dynamic functioning for maintaining the distinct 
number of transmission that is operated manually with 
human hands and a viewing separation by the human being 
as labor [2, 23]. This lower level establishing a concentra-
tion with the activeness by hand separation by the human 
reliability finding. In the second place, the middle level is 
conveying organization with the dynamic functioning for 
reducing the overfitting and accommodate to fitting the 
right shape deliberation by location.

Middle level establishing generalizable (reduced to 
a time-variant of detection process) by concentrating the 
time-varying features in the occurrence of a change for the 
worse identification [24]. After a specified (that would take 
by the middle level) period or an especially fewer delay, 
the upper level is express for features refining with the help 
of the function of sekai-ichi apple image segmentation [25, 
26]. The relation between affected and unaffected sekai-ichi 
apple (as in the case of one causing the other or sharing 
features with it) is finalized. This interpretability operation 
assists to establish the proven perspective of an outstand-
ing categorization in a specific fruit on the agriculture solid 
substance [27, 28]. These three treating flow abstract general 
idea inferred the ontology structure with manually gathered 
sekai-ichi apple image from the 3D sensor [29, 30].

To maintain the above consideration in the practical 
verification, this research article to consider and examine 

“Ontology-based Separation Cognitive Segmentation” by 
three process schema [23, 31]. The “Boosted Continu-
ous Non-spatial whole Attribute Extraction (BCNAE)” 
for extracting the Sekai-ichi apple attributes such as area 
(location), compactness (the consistency of a compact 
solid substances), moments (particular spot identification 
in a time unit), entropy (a numerical measure of the uncer-
tainty of an outcome). Secondly, this research concentrate 
on Rhombus based recognition and Isolation Guarantee 
Spotting (RIGS). This rhombus also called the equilateral 
quadrilateral. In our research concentrate, the tetragon 
based rhombus was formed [3, 32].

Finally, the ontology level qualities and performance 
checking was performed for confirmation affected and unaf-
fected sekai-ichi apple separation in the post-harvest [33, 
34]. The Boosted Continuous Non-spatial whole Attrib-
ute Extraction (BCNAE) is characterized by the following 
delimiter such as a non-spatial of an image, real-time spot-
ting of a Sekai-ichi apple separation without loss of any 
authenticity. This proposed approach has been applied to an 
ontology framework to the spotting of the exact confirmation 
affected and unaffected sekai-ichi apple separation concern-
ing sekai-ichi apple attributes of the post-harvest extended 
spatial location of intelligent agriculture [3, 25, 35]. Boosted 
continuous non-spatial whole attribute extraction (BCNAE) 
apply thoroughly rhombus based recognition and isolation 
guarantee spotting (RIGS).

This RIGS accomplishes the separation affected and unaf-
fected sekai-ichi apple attributes with aid of ontology frame-
work [36]. This might be segregate with higher reliability 
and real-time spotting sekai-ichi apple attributes on post-
harvest [34, 35]. Furthermore, the recognition and isolation 
guarantee vital factor for making the ontology. This helps 
to make better the recognition result of the ontology frame-
work [29, 37]. The “recognition and isolation guarantee” 
works based on the BCNAE with the original input image 
from the 3D sensor [20, 23, 31]. This proposed rhombus 
based recognition and isolation guarantee spotting method is 
established and also discrimination between recognition and 
isolation is distinct from existing spot identification meth-
ods, the first recognition and isolation are treated the Origin 
Input Image(a) samples of the 3D sensor image [30, 31].

The 3D sensor image comprises identifying the micro 
affected spot on a sekai-ichi apple with a continuous scanned 
image. In that consideration, this influenced distinguishes 
are named concerning recognition and isolation [33, 38, 39]. 
Finally, the optimized hierarchical model within ontology 
enabled IoT in intelligent agriculture for preventing post-
harvest losses is respond in a quick, clever humorous way of 
separation of affected and unaffected sekai-ichi apple based 
on the Smallest S-vertex tetragon based recognition and iso-
lation guarantee spotting algorithm [40–42]. It requires the 
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collection of all S-vertex tetragon diagonals. The exact point 
located concerning the affected spot on the sekai-ichi apple 
image region is estimated by make work for a particular IoT 
based Intelligent Agriculture. The experimental moments 
carry that the suggested model distinguishes a sensing func-
tioning with an optimized—separation ratio is higher time-
variant of the separation process [43, 44].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In “Related 
review” section discussed related works and are reviewed 
based on the 3d sensor image, apple fruit separation, attrib-
utes of continuous non-spatial image, hierarchical model, 
intelligent agriculture, IoT, ontology, optimized and pre-
venting post-harvest losses [38, 41, 45], recognition and 
isolation, tetragon based rhombus verification and attribute 
extraction. “Boosted continuous non-spatial whole attribute 
extraction (BCNAE)” presents the proposed boosted contin-
uous non-spatial whole attribute extraction (BCNAE) system 
and its techniques related to the rhombus based recognition 
and isolation guarantee spotting (RIGS). Also this research 
article example performance measure discussion is shown 
in the same Section. “Conclusion” concludes the research 
work with reference [20, 23, 28, 46].

Related review

Kamilaris et al. (2019) proposed the Agri-IoT for develop-
ing smart farming. This was very much useful to improve 
the ideologies against the smart agricultural [47]. In the 
large-scale IoT platforms, their aimed the Agri-IoT helps 
to accumulate, cognitive operation and examine data for 
smart solutions in the agri-food industry. They acquired 
the food supply chain with IoT frameworks. This helped to 
make smart farming with the context of Agri-IoT [48]. They 
employ the heterogeneous sensor for data streams in real-
time. Their sensing/automation systems work based on event 
detection, sensors interoperability, information sources, 
operations, processes, and increased automation services 
with less effort by employing internet standards. Finally, 
they used components like the dashboard, data aggregation, 
data federation, data wrapper, device manager, discovery 
module, event detection, external agent, knowledgebase, 
mobile apps and real-time adaptive reasoning for forming 
the Agri-IoT. This research helps us to make the Agri-IoT 
with real-time sensing apple fruit for decision making con-
cerning the operations, processes and increased automation. 
This process allows us to create the real-time stream process-
ing for analysis and reasoning in the domain of agriculture 
concerning the sensors, capturing camera, manual farms, 
etc.), this motivates us to achieve separation between sensors 
and entities based on IoT.

Lutfy et  al. (2015) modelled the conveyor-belt grain 
dryer for technical separation on any object named as a 

sigmoid-based NARX model [49]. They used the post-
harvest techniques for the grain drying process. These 
techniques are commonly having a lower complexity and 
linearity for accurate modeling results. Their conveyor-belt 
grain dryer has the nonlinear modeling technique with the 
sigmoid network. This sigmoid network helps us to make the 
nonlinearity separation with the nonlinear semi-automatic 
model. Their system applied to the paddy grains for separa-
tion of dry paddy and wet paddy. This research motivates 
us to create the semi-automatic machine for the intelligent 
agricultural with IoT. The proposed modes of operation are 
compared with the manual operation with the proposed sig-
moid-based NARX model. The sigmoid-based NARX model 
returns the achieved lower root mean squared error (RMSE). 
It motivates them to research for making the manual separa-
tion with Intelligent Agricultural with IoT semi-automatic 
machine create the lowest mean squared error for the separa-
tion process.

Lu et al. (2019) discussed the IoT-Enabled Cross-Field. 
They used the smart and ambient devices for recurring the 
unidirectional and noncustomizable, properties on the Mar-
ket and Discover (MnD). They use the Match and Recom-
mend (MnR) for enhance privacy [50]. MnR applies to the 
end system, the system returns the quicker and more efficient 
service against the separation of unwanted advertising infor-
mation with the right information. Moreover, the bidirec-
tionally interactive between the two processes are engaged 
by using the proposed Meet and Interact (MnI) module. This 
study helps us to make the cross-field utilization of users 
input data by location-based service provisioning with IoT 
application. This research motivates us to make the system 
with the following modules like user data collection, noti-
fications, virtual separation, and service recommendations. 
It also provides ideas on negative useless invasive identifi-
cation. Finally, comparison with other matching accuracy 
and efficiency in matching speed. This system used for us 
to make the realizing cross-filed on the IoT-enabled recon-
figurable service provisioning with a user-centered design 
with user privacy.

Lan et al. (2019) proposed the IoT unified access plat-
form. Their research concentrates on the sensing devices 
for accurate location finding [44]. IoT unified access 
platform can have used for efficient privacy protection 
against the sensitive data were applied to the object with 
the help of the proposed IoT access platform with the 
network edge. They also proposed the ontology-based 
resource model of IoT. It will help to provide a consist-
ent view of heterogeneous sensing devices for IoT. This 
system motivates us to make the unified access, control, 
and management of IoT devices over the intelligence lev-
els separation process. Their system helps us to make our 
research architecture of IoT with a universal access plat-
form against sensitive data. Also, support for sharing and 
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reuse of IoT. Finally, their smart city road manhole cover 
monitoring system (SCRMCMS) implementation with a 
Three-layer computing model structure of the ``sensing 
device-IoT access platform-IoT application motivates 
us to create the Boosted Continuous Non-spatial whole 
attribute extraction (BCNAE) machine architecture for 
separation of sekai-ichi apple based on the access plat-
form. The performance evaluation is also used to verify 
the effectiveness of the access solution.

Hamidi et al. (2018) proposed the internet of things 
and biosensors for the health rehabilitation of individuals 
[51]. They proposed an ontology-based automatic design 
for intelligent rehabilitation systems with the internet of 
things (IoT). This research helps to provide fast and effec-
tive rehabilitation for different patients with the help of 
IoT with ontology. This helps us to make an effective 
way of separations from a large number of objects. IoT-
based rehabilitation system works for Rehabilitation of 
the lower limbs. This motivates us to execute the seg-
mentation to the affected and unaffected nodes. Although, 
the effective rehabilitation strategy was concluded by 
ontology-based IoT. This helps us to create the ontology-
based IoT system against the non-spatial whole Attribute 
Extraction. This study uses three biosensors. First sensor 
for blood, the second sensor for saliva and a third sensor 
for breathing tests. This survey helps us to construct the 
three 3D sensors. First sensor for harvest finding, a sec-
ond sensor for confirmation and a third sensor for separa-
tion tests. Fisher-Pry model is based on patent and bib-
liometric analysis used for intellectual property analysis. 
This study supports us to make the three distinguished 
“Divisions” on the semi-automatic result image event for 
the functional behavior structure. Three-level automatic 
design methodology motivates us to make the human and 
machine-to-machine interconnection technology with a 
separation framework with the idea of the IoT.

Guzman-Miranda et  al. (2009) proposed the fruit 
inspection and classification in the post-harvest process 
with respect to the rapid prototyping and development 
model [52]. They concentrate the visual inspection for 
classification on fruit quality. The highly specific prob-
lem was resolved on the classification, their system might 
overcome the accurate design and lower costs with recon-
figurable hardware. The modularization and standardized 
operation were applied for every level of process that can 
increase the processing quality of the products. They used 
the color factor for separation. The maximum uniformity 
with minimum product loss was achieved by the proposed 
post-harvest process. Speed and temporal limitations are 
verified on the classification of olives. The cost of clas-
sification tasks automated with the proposed system. This 
research platform motivates us to accurate inspection and 
separation that can be adapted proposed solutions.

Boosted continuous non‑spatial whole 
attribute extraction (BCNAE)

The boosted continuous non-spatial whole attribute extrac-
tion (BCNAE) is described by the following flow diagram. 
BCNAE exploit delimiter quantifier such as a Non-spatial 
of an image, real-time spotting of a Sekai-ichi apple sep-
aration without loss of any authenticity. This proposed 
approach has been concentrating the above two delimiters 
by improving the authentication against intelligent agri-
culture [3]. The non-Spatial of an image cannot be contin-
gent upon the specific state of connectedness between the 
non-spatial region close around the affected and unaffected 
separation amongst the values; here the non-spatial of an 
image can be purely close on the unaffected separation. 
Whereas the spatial of an image cannot be purely close to 
the affected separation. Hence, a more similar result must 
suitable for the non-spatial of an image. For this result, 
the unaffected separation took higher recognition and 
Isolation observational. Henceforth, the affected separa-
tion took the opposite number with lower recognition and 
isolation observational rates. This acceleration might be 
continuing until the final non-spatial image were refined. 
In the post-harvest [53], the above said continuous non-
spatial processing helps to boost up the separation process 
on the affected and unaffected sekai-ichi apple fruit. This 
research might apply a boosted continuous non-spatial 
image to the ontology framework for spotting the exact 
confirmation. The resulted affected and unaffected sekai-
ichi apple is identified with the attributes of post-harvest 
[46, 54]. Boosted continuous non-spatial whole attribute 
extraction (BCNAE) apply thoroughly rhombus based 
recognition and isolation guarantee spotting (RIGS). As 
per the Oluwo et al. (2015), they used the optimal fuzzy 
logic controller (FLC), root mean square error (RMSE) 
and product mean temperature difference (PMTD), mem-
bership functions (MFs). This makes the system is very 
composite. And also Purandare et al. (2016) also used 
notification-suggestion system; prediction-analysis and 
suggestions, various statistical and probabilistic tech-
niques, classification and regression are used. This makes 
the long procedural aspect to post-harvest. This makes the 
huge complexity on the post-harvesting. Likewise Sattar 
et al. (2019) also specifies the IoT based intelligent wound 
assessment system, entropy and information gain, deci-
sion tree, categorization, ID3 algorithm for decision tree 
for monitoring system. This also makes the major com-
plexity on the monitoring system. Perhaps our research 
article makes the simple and secure system against the 
post-harvest, monitoring and storage system.

Figure 1 describes the proposed boosted continuous 
non-spatial whole attribute extraction (BCNAE) with the 
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RIGS scheme with the concept proficiencies used in the 
sekai-ichi apple fruit separation as well as sekai-ichi apple 
attributes verification by the ontology framework [39]. 
As per the previous research, the real-time separation of 
affected and unaffected Kiwi fruit of ontology security 
measures and consequences in the Kiwi fruit image is get-
ting a good advantage to detect accurate spot in the Kiwi 
fruit damages [23, 55]. From this consideration motivates 
many of the researchers to make the perfect isolation on 
the many fruits such as dekopon, densuke watermelon, 
pineapple, ruby roman grapes, sekai-ichi apple, strawber-
ries arnaud, yubari king melons, and bael or wood apple. 
All those schemes and processing aspects are not ensur-
ing the spotting of affected and unaffected area fruits. 
Hence proposed processes are described as the separa-
tion of affected and unaffected sekai-ichi apple fruit by 
using ontology-based Recognition and Isolation Guarantee 
detection factors [24, 33, 42]. At the same time, the spot-
ting of affected sekai-ichi apple fruit location is somewhat 
Opposition preserving incompatible factors amongst seg-
mentation and dimension extraction the spotting of unaf-
fected sekai-ichi apple fruits. Hence this research chooses 

the boosted continuous non-spatial whole attribute extrac-
tion (BCNAE) with rhombus based recognition and iso-
lation guarantee spotting (RIGS) scheme separation for 
computing perfect recognition and isolation in the intel-
ligent agriculture.

Recognition and isolation guarantee spotting (RIGS)

Recognition and isolation guarantee spotting (RIGS) is a 
vitally necessary factor to make ontology. Especially, in 
continuous non-spatial image, the recognition at any tar-
get purely depends on the lower level, middle level, and 
higher-level variables. This recognition features act about 
proficiency merge-common platforms like the hierarchical 
model within ontology enabled IoT [22, 56]. This continu-
ous non-spatial image helps to make better the recognition 
result of the ontology framework and affected and unaffected 
sekai-ichi apple fruit separation. Attribute extraction and 
recognition qualities that are comparable with the existing 
recognition procedure, the proposed recognition and iso-
lation guarantee spotting (RIGS) have a more prominent 
attribute retrieved economically [28].

Recognition and isolation guarantee spotting (RIGS) 
demonstrates to determining the execution of ontology 
enabled IoT in intelligent agriculture with the lower level 
characteristics such as dynamic functioning for accuracy 
and reliability [26, 57]. Moreover, the middle level with the 
static functioning for generalization. Meanwhile in the upper 
level for features refining interpretability. These three levels 
are extracting the attributes in the affected and unaffected 
sekai-ichi apple fruit separation. Finally, attribute extraction 
and recognition helps to motivate and qualify the filtering 
the sekai-ichi apple fruit separation based on the ontology 
framework and its guarantee spotting (Fig. 2).

Recognition and Isolation Guarantee Spotting (RIGS) 
are applied to achieving Sekai-ichi apple fruit separation 
and its processing demands. This process also called the 
“Rhombus based recognition and Isolation Guarantee Spot-
ting (RIGS)”. The guarantee by isolation is very much useful 
to study the processing consequences from LEVEL 1: image 
segmentation to affected and unaffected sekai-ichi apple fruit 
separation for generalizable and interpretable detection of 
sekai-ichi apple fruit separation and their verification based 
on the ontology framework updates [58].

Non‑spatial image attribute extraction

The boosted continuous non-spatial whole attribute extrac-
tion (BCNAE) is applied to the ontology framework for 
demonstrating the rhombus based recognition and isola-
tion guarantee spotting (RIGS) for access of Input sekai-
ichi apple Image Specimen from  IS1 to  ISn for LEVEL 
ontology formation. This will support to a consequent 

Fig. 1  Boosted continuous non-spatial whole attribute extraction 
(BCNAE) with RIGS
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outstanding degree of precision rate improvement. The 
ontology framework does support recognition and isola-
tion effectively [59]. Alternatively, the guarantee process 
primarily exploits for enhancing the intensity of separation 
between an unaffected spot with the affected spot. There-
fore, the proposed ontology framework uses the recogni-
tion and isolation procedure for the prominent activity that 
should be performed for increasing strength of recognition 
and isolation. For this reason, the recognition and isolation 
guarantee is used to check two various prominent levels 
in Fig. 3.

These determination accuracies, quality, or condition pro-
cesses are maintained by separation and extraction. BCNAE 
is always having specified procedural aspects to process the 
sekai-ichi apple fruit separation. Because, it has precise 
attributes such as area (location), compactness (the consist-
ency of a compact solid substances), entropy (a numerical 
measure of the uncertainty of an outcome) and moments 
(particular spot identification in a time unit). These compo-
nents are identically mixed with impurities from continu-
ous non-spatial affected and unaffected sekai-ichi apple fruit 
image navigation. To overcome these difficulties, the worth-
less and dangerous substances that should be removed. The 

proposed system uses the boosted continuous non-spatial 
whole attribute extraction (BCNAE) with rhombus based 
recognition and isolation guarantee spotting (RIGS). RIGS 
are getting in the input from the 3D sensor will work based 
on the tetragon based rhombus. The 3D sensor image is cre-
ating the Smallest S-vertex tetragon based recognition and 
isolation guarantee spotting algorithm for the establishment 
of non-spatial image attribute extraction.

A. “Division A” manual separation affected 
and unaffected sekai‑ichi apple

Tool Representation 1: shows a semi-automatic sekai-ichi 
apple separation machine that controls over the mechanical 
as well as electrical device. This useful to carries separation 
process by performing semi-automatic manner with assist in 
the performance of human tasks. A Semi-automatic sekai-
ichi apple separation machine used to overcoming resistance 
(affected and unaffected sekai-ichi apple) at many points by 
applying Non-spatial at any point. This machine motor with 
four stages; usually propelled by stand between affected and 
unaffected.

Fig. 2  Recognition and isolation 
guarantee process flow
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Tool Representation 3: shows a semi-automatic sekai-
ichi apple Separation real time machine that processed with 
respect to the mechanical and electrical device.

Tool Representation 3: shows a semi-automatic Sepa-
ration machine with sekai-ichi apple that separate the 
affected and unaffected sekai-ichi apple at stream flow 

by applying Non-spatial. This is a first division machine 
motor with one stage; usually clean and separate unwanted 
garbage by human tasks.

Tool Representation 4: shows a semi-automatic Separa-
tion machine with sekai-ichi apple that separate the affected 
and unaffected sekai-ichi apple by human tasks.

In the above “Division A” (initial slot with test station 
accompanying sekai-ichi apple roller), there are a vast num-
ber of the sekai-ichi apple is inputted from a manual roller 
by subjecting to a Non-spatial image attribute extraction pro-
cess that is employed to the standard “Boosted Continuous 
Non-spatial whole Attribute Extraction (BCNAE)”, which 
allows for technical help of four tool representations. In this 
way, the “Division A” process is distinguished between the 
affected sekai-ichi apple in the initial slot and test station. 
In such a way, that the sekai-ichi apple may be treated to 
separate the essential quality of the exact unaffected sekai-
ichi apple were separated by the “Division A” sekai-ichi 
apple roller.

B. Semi‑automatic “Division B” result image event

Semi-automatic “Division B” result image event is the pro-
cess set up with the clarification system, systematic wired 
cable, two images capturing camera with image capturing 
chamber. In “Division B” the clarification system manages 
the initial image checking with the respect the two images 
capturing camera. The first image capturing camera capture 
the “Division A” sekai-ichi apple the lower half of the Divi-
sion A” sekai-ichi apple. This image is stored on the clarifica-
tion system through systematic wired cable. This will happen 
until the final sekai-ichi apple received from the roller.

The image capturing camera functions are accompanying 
the following mode: after getting the input from the roller, 
the sekai-ichi apples are sent to the camera rotator cabinet. 
This camera rotator cabinet has always rotated the object for 
taking the image capturing by using the first image captur-
ing camera. The camera rotator cabinet and image capturing 
camera took the image of Sekai-ichi apples are on one half. 
In this stage sekai-ichi, apple is rotated with the help of a 
camera rotator cabinet. Finally, the sekai-ichi apples rotated 
with the correct focusing and the snaps to be acquired more 
than fifty snaps per object.

After getting the image from the front image capturing 
camera, the Sekai-ichi apples are remains on the camera 
rotator cabinet. But this camera rotator cabinet is movable 
and also fixed with rotator belt. This rotator belt always 
rotates the object for taking another snap by using the second 
rear image capturing camera. The camera rotator cabinet and 
image capturing camera took the image of sekai-ichi apples 
are on another half. In this stage sekai-ichi, apple is rotat-
ing with the help of a camera rotator cabinet. Eventually, 

Fig. 3  Division A (Initial Slot with Test Station Accompanying 
Sekai-Ichi Apple Roller)
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the sekai-ichi apples rotated with the correct focusing and 
the snaps to be acquired more than fifty snaps per object. 
The photographs are saved to the clarification system to 
a prosperous apple that can be separate on the division B 
stage. Such perspective and predisposition in the sekai-ichi 
apple image conveyed to the IoT controller having the effect 
of machinelike separation of each apple. This IoT control-
ler is works based on the intelligent quality sorting system 
(iQS). This IoT controller decides affected and unaffected 
individual sekai-ichi apple [60, 61].

From the fifty snaps, in the testbed, five to six snaps are 
taken to the color frame grabber [20, 62]. The IoT controller 
was applied to adopt an unaffected fruit into the segmen-
tation. This helps to construct the decision making on the 
image conversion. The image conversion is works based on 
the sensing image by a rear image sensor [63].

The finalizing system helps to result from image conver-
sion easily, by converts the desired output as per system 
demands. This is the semi-automatic process because auto-
matic machine drags and drops into the input image on the 
transition tools. This is very much useful to defeat in large 
numbers error and increasing the quality of the automatic 
user input image implementation process.

The out of the Semi-Automatic “Division B” Result 
Image Event is having the following steps,

Step 1: Reading the input image based on the Image cap-
turing chamber.

Step 2: To match the input image of particular affected 
sekai-ichi apples image on the “Boosted Continuous Non-
spatial whole Attribute Extraction (BCNAE)” based on the 
post-harvest [55].

Step 3: Identify the ontology framework in the “Boosted 
Continuous Non-spatial whole Attribute Extraction 
(BCNAE)”. Semi-automatic “Division B” result image 
event is the most effectual strategy in the focus of making 
out the procedure to distinguishable healthy separation of 
sekai-ichi apple.

Semi-automatic “Division B” result image event has to be 
one more than one working views, especially, image conver-
sion acknowledgment and image matching acknowledgment. 
These two aspects are used to maintain the image elements 
between two unique images. This gives the perfect image 
node identification based on identifier acknowledgment. The 
following process is establishing the Result Image Conver-
sion process with the direction of segmented image levels. 
All images can be worked with the Image Conversion, the 
BCNAE scan the entire object with upper and lower bound-
ary and show the affected spot on the sekai-ichi apple image 
and number of the spot are determined [27, 42].

C. “Division C” with IoT framework for console 
assembly with charge‑coupled device sensing

IoT framework for console assembly with charge-coupled 
device sensing scheme requires to demonstrate after a result 
image conversion, the separation might have made on the 
affected spot. The IoT framework shows the location of the 
affected spot and accomplished the exact location of the 
affected spot. It is also concerning the location by octagon 
diagonals. Finding a fine-tuned spot is based on the deri-
vation from the vast number region to the smallest region 
(Figs. 4, 5). This function is extended with each mapping on 
the octagon diagonals. Finally, the consequence of continu-
ous levels predicts the nearest spot [64].

From the proposed IoT framework for console assem-
bly with charge-coupled device sensing guarantee spotting 
method is established in the appearing earlier Fig. 6. In dis-
crimination between recognition and isolation is distinct from 
existing spot identification methods, the first recognition and 
isolation are treated the Origin Input Image (1) samples, all 
image comprises the very micro spot on the whole sensed 
image [44]. In that consideration, this influenced distin-
guishes are named concerning recognition and isolation. In 
this era, the origin input image (1) sample image is consid-
ered as the octagon diagonals region. Hence, the octagon 
diagonals sectionalisations are made by using octagon diago-
nals recognition and isolation spot procedure on the origin 
input image (1) sample of the input image. This representa-
tion denotes a particular image as below specified Eq. 1.

In above equation, ‘N’ is a large number dissimilar image are 
arranged purposefully for the input queue with a condition 
in which everything is regular and unvarying based on the 
count of Origin Input Image from (1) to (9), this is called 
the level 1 segmental modification to achieve maximum effi-
ciency in storage capacity, time and cost image. This Opti-
mization is clarifying by giving an example of recognition 
and isolation in Fig. 2.

To make optimal at level 1, the level 2 optimist and take an 
isolated view of the image comprises,

From the above consideration, introduces a level 2 opti-
mist clause two procedures namely of recognition and isola-
tion spot are in equally shares the detection process [24, 58]. 
Hence, the complete constituting the full quantity of triangle 

(1)
N = {N0,N1,N2N3N4N5|N1 to 5 ∈ Origin Input Image1 to 9}

(2)
N� = {N�

0
,N�

1
,N�

2
N�
3
N�
4
N�
5
|N�

1 to 5
∈ Origin Input Image1 to 9}
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area, the Origin Input Image ‘a’ to ‘f’ cut in the cardinal num-
ber that is the sum of numeral representing of exact location 
area in which segmentation action at a specific location of S’.

In the level 3, optimize the segmental use best image rep-
resentation constitutes,

From the above consideration in Eq. 3, the origin input 
image ‘1’ to ‘9’ separated and expresses the spots used the 
accurate two location field in which division accomplish at 
a specific location of N′″.

From the above equation, the final optimize segmented 
optimized image is returned based on The smallest S-vertex 
octagon based recognition and isolation guarantee spotting 
algorithm requires the collection of all S-vertex octagon diag-
onals are based on the below assumption 4. The exact point 
located concerning features of the image region of Level 1 
Segmented Image(1) to (9) are estimated by make work for 
a particular affected spot are used as designed above Eq. 4.

To discovery the accurate influenced spot on image region 
is checked by the most small-scale space of the shortest 

(3)
N

��� = {N���
0
, N���

1
, N���

2
|N���

3
|N���

4
| N���

5
|N���

1 to 5
∈ Origin Input Image1 to 9}

(4)�spot1 =

n∑
Lower=1

[(||K� + K�� + K���||w
) 1

w

]
x

diagonals availability. This will have judged by employing 
the above mathematical statement that two expressions such 
as Nt and Nw in Fig. 6. Nc is Manhattan distance if Nd is 
reading the first image discovering procedure. Out of this 
circumstance, the precise location can be detecting by using 

following Euclidean distance equation,

Consequently, Nd is reading the third level the same 
image of discovering. Hence, the Euclidean distance 
increases compare to the previous accuracy value. There-
fore, level 3 Euclidean distance is compared with the level 
2 Euclidean distance, thus the level 3 Euclidean distance 
of segmented image gets the higher Euclidean distance. 
Hence optimized segmented image discovering of the 
affected image is formulated from octagon diagonals 
region [32].

Taking all input image (1) to input image (9) in the octa-
gon diagonals, the neglecting S-vertex octagon diagonals of 
the exact spot in following terms 6.

(5)�precise =

√√√√ 9∑
Lower=n−1

Nc − Ndd = image(1 to 9)

Fig. 4  Proposed boosted 
continuous non-spatial whole 
attribute extraction (BCNAE) 
machine architecture
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N′,N′′,N′′′ is representing to the octagon diagonals 
region (input image = 1 to 9). Therefore, the exact spot can-
not change the precise location. Therefore, S-vertex octa-
gon diagonals characterized by order and way implies the 
neglecting within the shortest distance of the spot. There-
fore, little compensate matching is omitted concerning the 
Euclidean distance of the segmented image [65].

The recognition and isolation guarantee spotting output 
were employed to the confirmation analysis based on the 
“Ontology Tree Structure”. The proposed ontology tree 

(6)
Guarantee Spotting

�
N�,N��,N���

�
=

min

Image (1) →

Input Image(1 to 9)

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1
1

t

∑t

lower=1

�
�precise

�
img(1 to 9)

⎤⎥⎥⎦

structure analyzed every input image for the Level 1, Level 
2 and level 3 for fine-tuning the separation result. The ontol-
ogy tree structure obtains by retrieving image; as of informa-
tion on segmentation with accompanying procedural distinct 
feature [28, 42, 59].

D. “Division D” with separation based ontology 
arrangement of images by ontology tree

An ontology tree structure with segmentation qualities and 
performance that are comparable with existent conventional 
schemes. The ontology tree structure scheme is discussed 

with the two categories such as agglomerative method and 
divisive method. Both the methods are a gain solution from 
the bottom-up or else top-down manner. Especially the divi-
sive method is the brief process concerning the top-down 
access, hence automatically the bottom-up process is done 
on the agglomerative method. This helps to find the spot in 
terms of accuracy with the help of dimensionality reduction, 
knowledge discovery, result retrieval, searching and spotting. 
In this ontology tree structure with segmentation qualities 
are reported amongst these articles are discussed about the 

Fig. 5  Semi-automatic “Division B” result image event

Fig. 6  IoT framework for console assembly with charge-coupled 
device sensing input images
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lower level, middle level and higher level aggregating with 
the ontology and segmentation proficiencies [38, 39, 46].

The state of ontologies that a plan is intended to achieve 
and segmentation terminates behavior intended to achieve 
detection performance [58]. These ontology tree structure 
with segmentation schemas are to improve the performance 
of knowledge discovery, result retrieval, and spotting. The 
outcomes demonstrate Pointing out ontology concepts with 
segmentation is predicting and to make better spotting pro-
cedure effectively [37, 40].

This Systematic investigation to establish facts of ontol-
ogy level qualities and performance influence on the spot-
ting with the three levels of processing aspects to make bet-
ter spotting and allow for a choice between input images 
(Fig. 7). From the above consideration, the input image is 
put into ontology level qualities and performance service 
to make an investigation for a particular spotting or use as 
designed to Ontology [29].

Here ontology-based spot selection proved for the fol-
lowing condition.

Step 1: Spot the similar image retrieval and spot deter-
mination.
Step 2: Build the series of ordered groupings of images 
within system communities established on the parent 
node and sub-node
Step 3: Connect the reserve direction of retrieval and 
spot determination
Step 4: Frame the case-by-case head node on for each 
one level.
Step 5: Build groupings communities by ontology
Step 6: To establish by deduction, the unavailable spot 
images into the least right side
Step 7: neglect unavailable spot images compared to 
retrieval and spot determination.
Step 8: Eventually, ontology level qualities and perfor-
mance are optimized.

Domain ontology-based ontology level qualities and per-
formance affords the result as the Spotting based Boosted 
Continuous Non-spatial whole Attribute Extraction 
(BCNAE) with respect to the above condition [30, 38].

Figure 8 illustrating the level separation based ontology 
arrangement of images by ontology tree (from the maximum 
result configuration to minimum result configuration) and 
optimization-based ontology arrangement of images that act 
as an ontology tree. If the Ontology tree is disconfirming, 
the ontology tree can be separated accurately. Hence, that 
is maximum Level 1 attributes are returned on the Level 1 
(lower level). The next Hierarchical level 2 is rationalized 
for the ontology optimization process [22]. Therefore, that 
is maximum Level 2 attributes are returned on the Level 2 
(middle level). The final hierarchical level 3 ontology opti-
mization proven spot process [56]. Therefore, that is maxi-
mum Level 3 attributes are returned on the Level 3 (upper 
level) [20].

Depending on the degree of relationship between the 
input image and each level output were rationally depend-
ing on the vector space model, it is formed based on.

�t is the input image its varies from the initial image to 
the entire input testbed images with spot [20, 62]. ‘a’ is the 
set input image count, ‘b’ is the text spatial location output.

i. Calculate the max separation and min separation 
of image ( ̌ )

The forward count image ( � ) and maximum separation as 
well as minimum separation of image are used to produce 
state of equilibrium output from �(a,b).

Here the minimum separation is calculated based on the 
below equation.

(7)

�(a,b) =

�∑

a = �

[
image count(�)

]
+

�t∑

b = �1

[
image count(�)

]

Fig. 7  Ontology level qualities 
and performance
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Minimum separation is total input image count are work-
ing along with the average count of image were processed 
with respect to the maximum spot deduction per time unit. 
i.e.,

Here the maximum rationalizing is calculated based on 
the described below equation.

Similarly, the maximum rationalizing is total input image 
count are working along with the maximum count of images 
were processed with respect to the maximum possible spot 
deduction per time unit. i.e.,

� is a testbed segmented image count and � is an image 
availability, these two functional aspects are used to produce 
the maximum separation of image � . Likewise � is a test pad 
segmented image count and � is an image availability, these 
two functional aspects are used to produce the minimum 

|Min separation|
= Total input image count ∗

Avg_count(Image processed)

Min Spot per time unit

(8)
|Min separation image|
=

(
�(a,b) ∗ log

(
�[(input image 1)to(input image 9)]

image count(�)

))

(9)
|Max separation|

= Total input image count ∗
Max_count(Image processed)

Max Possible Spot per time unit

(10)

|Max separation image|

=

(
�(a,b) ∗ log

(
�
[
InputImage1

]|… |… |… |… |Input Image 9

image count(�)

))

separation of image � . From the above equation returns 
the positive result in terms of Min separation of image ( � ). 
Based on the higher separation value of image spot similar-
ity determination based ontology recognition with ontology 
formation [39, 46, 62].

Results and discussion

Extensive result analysis was taken to determine the nature, 
value, quality, ability, the significance of the services includ-
ing money and time and labor performance of the system 
whereby the operator would allocate the automation and 
manual resources under the optimal separation policy. Fig-
ure 9, 10, 11 and 12 shows the comparison of the results of 
different artificial machines with and without proposed sys-
tem processing concerning nature, value, quality, ability, the 
significance of the services and performance. After balanc-
ing the trade-off between the artificial machines and labor 
performance capabilities, the proposed method is checked 
with other existing methods in terms of accuracy, time and 
throughput computation to check its feasibility against pro-
posed separation based ontology arrangement of images by 
an ontology tree [23, 31, 33]. The result from Figs. 9, 10, 
11 and 12 shows that the proposed method is efficient than 
other existing artificial machines.

Separation is the final step in any post-harvesting system 
to conclude whether the given image of the sekai-ichi apple 
is falling affected and unaffected [18, 54]. The photographic 
image and sensed features are sorted out and broken down 
into defined classes of affected and unaffected. The affected 
data from the photographic image used as testing data to 

Fig. 8  Separation based ontol-
ogy arrangement of images by 
ontology tree
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train the separator. The separation process that can map the 
inputs image into a particular predefined category is called 
recognition and isolation guarantee spotting (RIGS), which 
tends to bring some conclusion from the training data is 
called the separation model. It can further predict the cat-
egories for sensed features.

The separation method which has being nothing more 
than predicted data, it has the two possible outcomes is 
called affected and unaffected Sekai-ichi apple separation. 
Finally, the separator should be evaluated for its accuracy. 
One of the most crucial consequences in post-harvesting 
system analysis is the evaluation of the separation results 
[18, 55]. Evaluating separation results is the analysis of the 
output to understand how well it reproduces the original 
structure of the affected and unaffected sekai-ichi apple 
image. However, the evaluation of separation results is the 
most difficult task within the whole roller input sekai-ichi 

apple flow. To evaluate the performance of the proposed 
model following performance metrics are used.

 i. Accuracy
   Let Qf denote the number of input sekai-ichi apple 

lying in a BCNAE Machine (N′ N″ N′″) and let Qjf be 
the number of elements of the class Vjin the BCNAE 
Machine. Then, the maximum Accuracy Acc(f) of the 
BCNAE Machine (N′ N″ N′″) with unaffected sekai-
ichi apple separation is defined as follows:

   Accordingly, the overall accuracy of the input, the 
results is defined as follows

(11)
[
Accuracy (f )

]
unaffected sekai−ichi

=
1

Qf

max
j
Qjf

(12)

Accuracy =
∑F

f=1

Qf

q

{[
Accuracy (f )

]
unaffected sekai−ichi

}

Fig. 9  Minimum accuracy Acc(f)

Fig. 10  Maximum accuracy Acc(f)

Fig. 11  Throughput comparison of C-SPARQL with proposed 
BCNAE with RIGS

Fig. 12  Processing time comparison of C-SPARQL with BCNAE 
with RIGS
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   Then, the Minimum Accuracy Acc (f) of the 
BCNAE Machine (N′ N″ N′″) with affected sekai-ichi 
apple separation is defined as follows:

   Accordingly, the overall accuracy of the input, the 
results is defined as follows

   Here the Qg denote the number of input sensed 
sekai-ichi apple image lying in a BCNAE Machine 
(N′ N″ N′″) and let Qig be the number of elements of 
the class Vjin the BCNAE Machine. Finally, Figs. 9 
and 10 displays cumulative accuracy of the existing 
proportion compare with the proposed system.

   The above Fig. 9 illustrates the BCNAE with RIGS 
upholds its primacy and provides better accuracy per-
formance. In Fig. 9, the mid-half position of the graph, 
the BCNAE with RIGS achieves 45% and 150% better 
performance compared to Dryer output and ANFIS 
model output. Standardized execution is sensed while 
examining the accuracy performance of post-harvest 
in Boosted Continuous Non-spatial whole Attribute 
Extraction (BCNAE) apply thoroughly Rhombus 
based recognition and Isolation Guarantee Spot-
ting (RIGS). Moreover, fraction on the graph shows 
enhanced accuracy rate of the ANFIS model over the 
new BCNAE methodology even though the average 
user manual accuracy drops in BCNAE as compared 
to the Dryer output.

 ii. Throughput
   In the proposed BCNAE method, the less average 

throughput due to a 3D sensor pattern. The sensor 
senses the object towards the upper and lower part 
in a random waypoint and is less likely to reach the 
limit storage. Therefore, there are more snaps in the 
machine that leads to fewer inaccuracies. The effica-
ciousness of the proposed scheme is evaluated on the 
Non-spatial image attribute extraction, which contains 
55 samples that performing different universal sepa-
ration. After extraction, extracted features like seed, 
skin, rind, and pomace are normalized and concat-
enated into the one-dimensional feature vector for 
each observation [66]. According to the 3D sensor 
pattern-based semi-automatic separation, the images 
are divided into observations as labeled and incre-

(13)
[
Accuracy(g)

]
affected sekai−ichi

=
1

Qg

MIN
i

Qig

(14)

Accuracy =
∑G

g=1

Qg

q

{[
Accuracy(g)

]
affected sekai−ichi

}

mented in samples of 55 to a maximum. The amount 
of sekai-ichi apple or other items passing through a 
BCNAE Machine system is illustrated as the following 
graph.

   The rest of the images is considered as the unla-
beled data. From this consideration, the throughput 
performance evaluation is performed in two levels on 
a different partition. In the first level, the unaffected 
object is carried out using a predictive proposed 
model, build using different separator divisions from 
A to D. There are four different strong separations 
used for the first level. In this level proposed BCNAE 
method is compared with the support continuous que-
ries over RDF data (C-SPARQL) [67]. At the second 
level, BCNAE is used as a strong separator, and to 
evaluate the throughput exactness for the best condi-
tion that also improves the average recognition rate. 
From the consideration, the proposed BCNAE method 
with rhombus based recognition and isolation guaran-
tee spotting (RIGS) performs better than other classi-
fiers in all kind of partition value.

 iii. Processing time

The recognition time of different separators with different 
stages is illustrated in Fig. 12. Also shows that recognition 
time increases when the training data size increases with the 
different nearest count. Evaluation of two-stage semi-auto-
mation using different sensors under the 20/80 data partition 
is shown in the below figure. Experimental results clearly 
show that in 20/80 partitions, BCNAE with RIGS accu-
racy is 45% and 150% higher than Dryer output and ANFIS 
model whereas in the 15/85 partitions the above two process 
processing time is different. Because the proposed scheme 
has the standardized availability of maximum throughput 
concerning the number of available unaffected images. In 
this section, compare the BCNAE with RIGS techniques 
for both IoT framework and intelligent agricultural actions.

In above Fig. 12, nearly 1000 looping with 70 samples 
is performed to make a numerical evaluation. For octago-
nal arrangements of IoT with ontology framework carried 
out for a different number of images [36, 67]. The observa-
tion reveals minimal possible affected object, towards the 
most occupied areas. Figure 12 underlines the lowest time 
of the three-level approaches evaluated and visualize any 
consequence on the throughput enhancement. The collec-
tive throughput achievement is spare for BCNAE Machine 
Architecture provides advancement on the proposed method 
over conventional technique [37, 67].
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Conclusion

In the intelligent agriculture, the post-harvest sector process-
ing schema has directly reduced the losses in an agriculture 
solid substance separation industry, our research concen-
trates the sekai-ichi apple fruit quality separation with the 
lowest degree of wastage in the Post-Harvest process. The 
BCNAE against the sekai-ichi apple is a safe process at the 
time of post-harvest. Because, post-harvest losses preven-
tion by precaution deficiencies against quality separation 
with precise and quick detection of wastage. This proposed 
system compare with the existing hierarchical model, pro-
posed “Hierarchical Model within Ontology Enabled IoT” 
for distinguishable healthy separation of sekai-ichi apple. 
There Hierarchy levels works for dynamic functioning for 
maintaining the definite number of manual induce with 
human reliability determination. Although the overfitting 
and accommodate are also generalizable with the time-var-
ying identification. In addition to this, image segmentation 
connection process helps to make the proven position of a 
prominent classification in a particular fruit on the agricul-
ture solid substance. The result against the manual sepa-
ration and boosted continuous non-spatial whole attribute 
extraction (BCNAE) machine architecture was compared 
with the existing techniques. BCNAE are acquiring the 
higher accuracy with better throughput against the lowest 
processing time. In the future scope, the proposed system 
will analyze with the real-time simulation in “big data with 
R language” by using the pre-defined data set.
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